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AS WE FORGIVE OUR DEBTORS
OCTOBER 14, 1985

CHARLES D. ARING

ei t her a borrower nor a lender be;
F or loa n oft loses both itself and friend,

1

Shakespeare
This advice contained in the admonitions of Polonius to
his son, Laertes, on his departing the country used to be considered
the current wisdom . But that was prior to the proliferation of the
commercia l bar racudas, since when nice guys like Uncle Sam -a.k.a. Unc le Sugar - - freely en terprisi ng in foreign lands, risk a
considerab le dimin ution. If the loss of enormous foreign loans were
not enough, the United States concomitantly loses friends; to say
nothing of the waning confidence of the const1 tuency in the
international monetary system! Shakespeare's indication that the
usual rela tionship between lending and frien dship is an inverse one
has had lit tle or no effect on the P hilistines.
There has been quite a dust up about foreign debt as
exemplified in the affairs of Mexico, Brazil and Argentina, to name
but a few . Free enterprise, in this case bila teral, has built up foreign
indebtedness to a point where the de btors are without the means or
even the hope of paying the inte rest, let alone amortizing the
principal. This has resulted in further borrowi ng from those owed to
pay the interest, engendering little in the way of productive activity.
The banks make money as is said, and all the while are technically
bankrupt, an uneasy state of affairs.
Toward the end of 1985, t he financi al movers and shakers
representing both borrowers and lenders have achieved the dubious
goal where Latin American countries owe fore ign countries some
three hundred sixty billion dollars, the sum inc reasing exponentially
as new loans and missed payments accumula te. Latin American
exports dropped ten percent in 1982, so t,hat what was owed their
foreign lenders was more than three lmes the amount earned
annually from exports.
A debtors' cartel to renounce foreign
financial obligations has been under consideration. Brazil, Latin
Ame r ica's largest debtor at more than one hund red billion dollars, has
attem pte d the austerity required to be gin paying off its debt -- wilh
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three-digit inflation annually -- creating serious social unrest, as
well it might.
The likely resolution of this dilemma must be obvious to
even the financially naive. My quite amateurish qualifications, I
trust entirely unlike those of the banking brethren of cavalier lending
practices, are an unqualified disinterest in finance and all of its
ramifications. I have avoided, as I would the plague, banks and
investments, to say nothing of the strictly financial and business
sections of the New York Times, Wall Street Journal or the local
Tagesblatter. In any face off between materialism and technocracy
on one hand, and things cultural and spiritual on the other, I will opt
for the latter. My approach to the problem therefore may be looked
upon as indirect or philosophical, or, if you will, amateur.

I suppose the variety of financial talent must have
qualifications in abundance to be able to function with the sang-froid
they do. But I suspect they lack something that for want of a better
word might be termed vision of discernment, or perhaps sense. Using
a nonbusiness approach, I want to cue them in, as if they did not
already know, on the likely fate of these modern foreign debts
predicated on their efforts. For perspective, I will recount an aspect
of the history of borrowing and lending, which is not likely to be of
much interest to those whom it should most concern. But first I want
to be sure that everyone has heard the bon mot attributed to
Santayana, which has become something of a cliche: "He who does
not know history is doomed to repeat it." Santayana observed a bit
more caustically: "When experience is not retained, as among
savages, infancy is perpetual." Another authority in this regard,
Arthur Morgan, one of the country's most distinguished educators and
teachers, said:
A person without history or knowledge of the
past must see the world as commonplace
because he
is
going
to live
among
commonplace people who have come to that
conclusion • . . • The only way to get the sum
and substance of human experience is to reach
out beyond the years we have into the past,
into significant experiences of the human
race.
I will recite a few pertinent historical facts about debt
and debtors. The subject might have been pursued all the way back
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to the Gree ks had "e me time, and had 1 not thought that it would be
more of the same . But rever "ng j st a bit beyond six centuries,
three of t he big ~ks of Florence failed , after Edward III and King
Robert of Naples defa Ited on
" ebts. A century later, Lorenzo
de Medici los
of an enorm
loan when Edward IV defaulted.
But this re mo":e his tory is no -here near as poignant as that of our
local debt, i eluding many milli
in obligations held in foreign
lands. Le t us begin wi th con tal money issues.
These were
estimated by our first Secre
of the Treasury, Alexander
Hamilton, a a t hird of a
- -on do llars.
They fell to one
one-thousand h of the original - a . g, and, after constant talk of
redem ption, were per mi tted 0
out of use and value altogether.
"\ore than a half c
Confederacy became similarly
perhaps with better excuse.
as a billion dollars, became pr
including the fifteen million do
bankers in 1863.
Undoubte
considered them served right.

la ter the paper currency of the
ced to mere scraps of paper,
"\ationai debt," estimated as high
ly chargeable to profit and loss,
s in bonds arranged with the British
se favoring the Union cause

Am erica's leaders seemed to go in for repudiation on a
rather broad scale .(l) Massa
tts , as early as 1747, redeemed a
public debt of two million
dr ed thousand pounds by paying
half the sum in silver. Earl
ni neteenth century, Mississippi
and Louisiana disowned cer
?Ublic debts. Rhode Island flatly
refused to pay Revol utionary 0 ligations, and Pennsylvania and
Maryland failed to pay t he in e-es on these debts. Soon after the
Revolution, Virginia "redee me
- ~ state issues of paper money by
!o one thousand. Skipping many
funding them at the rate of
other repudiations of the ear
- eteenth century, and moving
forward, in 1874 the gover
f Louisiana recommended the
repudiation of about half of a s
bt of forty-two million dollars,
and the refunding of the resid e
welve million dollars -- which
was eventually done, although
. e~es t on the redu~ed total was
eventually arbitrarily reduce d.
lSe , North Carohna scratc~ed
off the state debt to the tu ne
- een million doll ars, to whIch
should be added several million s of interest. t:'- t about the
South
Carolina
ref
state
debt by fifty cents on
"
same t Ime, .
"II'
'ht Ge rgla
the dollar, incidently repudiating
'll1 lOns ~ut~ig
. ,0
celled bonds in 1867 and in
r re pudiatlOns dun~g the
~:~t decade. ~labama took le a
enp~~ii!~~d f~~~O~:t!lfb~~d
million dollars In state bon ds.
1\
issues, one for some four mil lio
largely abroad. nmong
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other state governments engaging in similar activity were Arkansas,
Tennessee and Virginia.
Lest you regard these sums as trifling in the current aura
of billions and trillions, consider them in light of purchasing power.
As an example, in 1803 the Louisiana Purchase, containing eight
hundred twenty-seven thousand one hundred ninety-two square miles,
which was to comprise the better part of thirteen states came for
fifteen million dollars.
'
It is worth noting that we did not do so well with debt
when we were among the "Third World" nations.
A British
organization known as the Corporation of Foreign Bond-Holders in
1870 compiled a list of a score of governments whose foreign
indebtedness in part or in whole was in default, including three
American states, for upwards of ten million dollars. I understand this
debt is still being carried on the books. A few years later, another
list was compiled of those defaulting in the half century that was just
past amounting to about a billion dollars.

will not recount the many foreign governments
defaulting in the nineteenth century. It might be mentioned that
Turkey was a consistent defaulter. The British bankers appeared to
encourage this Turkish insolvency for a long period through a series
of larger and larger "refunding" loans, at progressively higher
interest; or to be exact, at a rate of interest that remained nominal
while Turkey received less and less of the principal until she was
getting considerably under half the par value. Does this have a
familiar ring? The occasioning of stiffer terms on postponed debt is
not only unethical, it is also self-defeating. It happens today with
our shifting interest rate, a half percent increase resulting largely
from the enormous United States budget deficits and heavy borrowing
in international money markets, will add at least one and a quarter
billion dollars to the annual payments by debtor nations and will
increase the sum of their indebtedness even more. As Jane Jacobs
had it in her recent book, Cities and the Wealth of Nations (Random
House, New York, 1984.):
(A)n international banking community staving
off collapse with moratoriums on inherently
unrepayable loans, further loans to pay
interest on unrepayable loans, and other
frantic forms of holding things together as
long as possible with baling wire.
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I do not suppose war debts are to be mentioned in the
same breath as the others, although the y would appear to come from
the same pot. Everyone knows wha t ha ppened to war debts. After
ar 1,(2) pay~ents were re ce ived by the United States
World
amount mg .to somethmg less t ha n a billion dollars principal and
perhaps t WIce that amount in in t e rest from twenty-one countries
when, all paym e.n t ceased, allowing som e thirty billion dollars t~
remam ~ut~tandln g as of Dece mber 31, 1980. The major debtors
were Britain , France and Ital y. As President Roosevelt said the
~nited States "in the absence of paym ent from foreign govern~ents
1S compelled t o raise the shortage by general taxation of its own
people," an omi nous portent.

:v

,
The government apparen t ly learned something from this
experIence , nam ely that war debts are uncollectable. It is worth
entering Pre si dent Coolidge's plaint , perhaps apocryphal, concerning
these defa ults that, "They hired the money, didn't they?" The next
time around, i.e. World War II, our lending, amounting to more than
sixty-three billion dollars to some t hirty countries, was couched in
terms of U.S. government grants,(3) a classic in euphemistic exercise,
almost the eq uivalent of "passed away" for died. Internationally and
domestically, we have been conditioni ng anyone to "ask, and it shall
be given you," a course contribu 'ng to debilitation of the spirit, as
will be touched on later. Whatever the case, the peoples of the world
are not rising up to call us blessed.
We now might brie fly consider our own current public
debt. As of mid 1985, it was one trillion eight hundred billion dollars,
wi th an increase of four hundred bil lion dollars since 1981. The
federal budget deficit is causing the national debt to grow at a rate
almost twice that of the gross na 'onal product, a prescription for
national bankruptcy.
Experts are predicting the budget deficit
growing at an annual rate of two hundred billion dollars for the
remainder of the decade, as we s ive mightily to join the debtor
nations. What we intend to do a bo the internal debt is reflected in
the behavior of Congress.
This is probably sufficien in t he way of data to indicate
that our current financial arrangemen a re pretty much apt to flow
in the historical trend. As Hegel said, "W hat history teaches is that
men never learned anything from it." Is there an alternative to the
"business-as-usua1" approach which see ms bound to result in a
debtor's cartel and renunciation or some facsimile?
Nancy J.
Needham,(4-) president of the Insti t ute for Corporation and
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Government Strategy, after noting that Latin American debts cannot
be repaid because they are too large, proposed that the banks become
equity participants in the debtor nations' enterprises.
Equity
conversion is but one approach; barter could be tied to it. Debt
service payments could be foregone in exchange for future delivery
of products to the new equity participants. She observed that the
biggest obstacle to resolving the debt crises is not money, per se. It
is more fundamentally a lack of vision and creativity, a short-term
and therefore short-sighted view.
If our long-term goal is a
functioning internationalized world, not an agglomeration of
protectionist duchies, then the acceptance of new approaches is
essential.
Would it not be interesting if the bastions of materialism
inadvertently became the instrument for the transfer of funds to the
Third World, whose total debt according to the World Bank has now
grown to eight hundred fifty billion dollars, eight times the level of a
decade ago? Do you suppose they subscribe to the one-world thesiS,
and that, as the prayer says, want us to "forgive our debtors?" The
monies obviously do not "trickle down," so will the bankers therefore
become mindlessly an instrument of revolution? And if so, what
would be the ripple effect on the "have nots" in our own country, if in
the long run the American populace is expected to compensate via
taxes for slip-shod banking practices? This kind of financial "genius"
has much to answer for, including the fomentation of unrest if not
revolution, and undermining confidence in the value of money in
general. Could it perhaps be possible that the bankers involved have
social aspirations, unconscious to be sure, to im pose a new order, "a
brave new world?"
An ominous OpInIOn was entered by Manual F. Ayou,(5)
president, Universidad Francisco Marroquin in Guatemala City:
The result of international instituLions lending
to spenuthrift Latin American politicians has
been the loss of productive national economic
structures. A continent rich in natural and
human resources is now regressing to a
standard of living of predebt days having
mortgaged its own and its childrens' future.
A few comments on "where is the money." In an article
entitled "Defending Argentina's New Democracy" in the ,~ew Y~rk
Times for June 10, 1984, Edward Schumacher noted that Argentme
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Though it involves a few statistics, it is only fair to enter
the caveat of Richard D. Erb,(8) Deputy Managing Director,
representing the one hundred forty-eight member countries of the
International Monetary Fund ("IMP). In a letter to the Wall Street
Journal of July 5, 1985, he seems to reject the resolution of the
problem by the balling out of commercial banks with the resources of
the industrial countries, i.e. saddling the taxpayers of the creditor
countries. Noting that while Latin America's gross domestic product
did decline one percent in 1982 and three and one-tenth percent in
1983, positive growth of two and four-tenths percent was registered
in 1984. He said that
(A)ssurning continuing industrial
country
growth, further expansion of 3.2% is projected
for this year, and 4.2% in 1986. In addition,
these countries increased the volume of their
im ports by 1.5% last year, and are expected to
register further increases of 8.2% this year
and 8.5% in 1986 -- additional evidence that
export-oriented policies supported by the IMF
are having the desired effect, and do
not ..• reduce economic growth, employment,
and living standards.
While appreciating Mr. Erb's efforts, it seems
nevertheless like the old IMF medicine, based largely on rather
pathetic faith that recovery in the West will be sufficient to
revitalize the economies of the south, the "trickle-down theory."
Countries like Mexico and Brazil have made great sacrifices to meet
the austerity programs imposed by the IMF, the banks and the fed,
often at the cost of rapid rises in the price of staples and ensuing
hunger. The efforts of the international financial community have
done nothing to improve the ability of the south to pay. Austerity
has not helped the overall situation -- aggregate debt is stlll climbing
-- and already shakey economies are now becoming impoverished.
While the bad loans made by our banks are one of the
major problems, some eight hundred of them may be regarded as a
special problem, because they are late in interest payments. Most
banks, it is said, have lent amounts that far exceed their reserves.
The big banks might have scoured the countryside to locate worthy
bor rowers, but that takes work as well as talent. The big banks, more
interested in easy profits, sent their salesmen abroad to solicit loans;
i t being a leading doctrine of big banks that governments do not
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default.
Obviously, they do not know history. So funds were
transferred en masse to centralized state governments of the Eastern
Block and the Third World, whose rulers squandered what they did not
stea\, in financing bureaucratic developmental schemes and in
consuming more imported goods, notably oil, not the sort of debt that
entails forgiveness.
So we enter the stage of catastrophe which will be
characteri zed either by widespread and open defaults by debtor
nations, or by elaborately disguised efforts to mask de facto defaults
with elaborate loan reschedulings. Either way, the citizenry was
betrayed by loans arranged by these financial experts, losing "both
itself and friend." What should the people do about these nefarious
and deceptive undertakings? They should prevent the government
from bailing out the big banks that distribute generous loans so
carelessly.
They must also put a stop to further International
Monetary Fund ("IMF") quota increases and to schemes for
tr ansferring the near-worthless loans from big banks to the
taxpayers.

All of us are likely victims of the coming economic
catastrophe, caused directly by. overgrown econo.mic institu~ions,
collaborating with overgrown natIOnal governments 1n the exerCise of
special privilege, pursuing narrowly defined goals to the exclusion of
the well being of humanity, both at home and abroad, subsidizing
waste, incompetence and corruption instead of investing in thrift,
industry, value and reputation, wholly unconcerned about anything
but their own power and perquisites. The time has arrived for
thoughtful people to extricate themselves from the difficulties
imposed on them by their governments and their economic and
financial elite.
In keeping with Shakespeare's lines with which I opened, it
seems fitting to close with a note on the nurture of international
friendship, by no means the least of my concerns in the matter. This
aspect is illustrated by a charmi ng story related by General
MacArthur at a lunc~eon given by Mrs. MacArthur and the general
fo~ several of us ~ervmg as consultants to his staff in Tokyo, where
thmgs were run WIth considerable aplomb during the occupation. The
discussion had revolve? around the industriousness and reliability of
the Japanese, and theIr sense of responsibility and self-sufficiency.
MacArthur predicted that if left alone, they would do pretty much as
we now know they did, particularly in retiring debt. He also said on
that autumn day in 19lJ8 that this occupation, as all others in history,
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had reached a point of diminishing returns. He strongly opposed the
dole as applied to a people as responsible as the Japanese, for whom
he had a high titre of respect. He told the following story to
illustrate the untoward effect of doing for others even with the best
will in the world.
His father, Arthur MacArthur, who as 1 recall was then
the youngest colonel in the Union Army, was visiting with President
Lincoln in his White House office, when one of Mr. Lincoln's aides
burst in rather distraught with the message that Senator so and so
was waiting without, and was in a considerable pet with the
P resident. A pparently unshaken, Mr. Lincoln mused: "That's curious,
I can't recall ever having done that man a favor." Whether or not we
have been rendering "favors," we certainly do not appear to be
garnering friends or influencing people internationally, or nationally
for that rna tter. Our emissaries dealing in foreign affairs, financial
or other, might, among other history, examine General MacArthur's
counsellorship of Japan, perhaps the most successful in the history of
the United States. Not only did his regime lead to the financial
stabili ty of Japan, but it established a considerable residue of respect
and good will. In our troubled times, we could use some of these
quali ties that, it seems, are not for hire in the present climate.
So, in concluding, is the decision to be that we forgive our
debtors as the prayer indicates, perhaps excepting those who made
off with that part of the swag now ensconced in symboli c Swiss
accounts?
As an exercise in human relationships, debt is no more nor
less perplexing than any other. I supposed Shakespeare was correct in
his anal ysis, he was a pretty fine judge of human character. Even
when he went commercial, he worked his way around the problem of
the excision of "a pound of flesh," indicating that the human organism
is not to be bled in these affairs. In other words, collection is not
"legal" (or so it was not in Shakespeare's Venice) if the organism is to
be devasted.
In this decision, the input ot the religionists is quite
welcome. They originate prayer in the first place, at least the
formal variety. They could do no worse in this instance than the
money changers have done, which may be said of the rest of us
amateur standing.
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